In this letter, we consider a stochastic generalized logistic equation with Markovian switching. We obtain a critical value which has the property that if the critical value is negative, then the trivial solution of the model is stochastically globally asymptotically stable; if the critical value is positive, then the solution of the model is positive recurrent and has a unique ergodic stationary distribution. We find out that the critical value has a close relationship with the stationary probability distribution of the Markov chain.
Introduction
Logistic equation is one of the most important models in mathematical ecology. A classical generalized logistic equation (or Gilpin-Ayala model []) can be described by the ordinary differential equation
dN(t)/dt = N(t) r -aN
where N(t) stands for the population size; r, a and θ are positive constants, r represents the growth rate and r/a is the carrying capacity. It is well known that the positive equilibrium state N * = (r/a) /θ is globally asymptotically stable (see, e.g., [] ).
However, the natural growth of species is often subject to various types of environmental noise [-] . It is therefore useful to study how these noises affect the population dynamics. To begin with, let us consider the white noise. Suppose that r and a are affected by white noises, with r → r + σ Ḃ (t), a → a -σ Ḃ (t), it then follows from () that
dN(t) = N(t) r -aN
where {B  (t)} t≥ and {B  (t)} t≥ are two independent standard Brownian motions defined on the complete probability space ( , F, P) with a filtration {F } t≥ , σ  i stands for the intensity of the white noise, i = , .
Let us now take another type of environmental noise into account. It has been noted that [] population models may experience random changes in their structure and parameters by factors such as nutrition or as rain falls. These random changes cannot be described by the white noise [ 
In regime i ∈ S, the system obeys
System () is operated as follows. Suppose that β() = i  ∈ S, then () satisfies
for a random amount of time until β(t) jumps to another state, say, i  ∈ S. Then system () obeys
until β(t) jumps to a new state again. Therefore, system () can be regarded as a hybrid system switching between the m subsystems () from one to another according to the law of β(t).
In recent years, population systems under Markovian switching have received much attention. Some nice and interesting properties, for example, stochastic boundedness, extinction, stochastic permanence, positive recurrent, invariant distribution, have been obtained (see, e.g., [-]). Especially, Takeuchi et al. [] considered a two-dimensional autonomous Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model with Markovian switching and revealed a significant effect of Markovian switching on the population dynamics: the subsystems of the system develop periodically, but switching makes the system become neither permanent nor dissipative.
In the study of deterministic population models, people always seek for the equilibria and then investigate their stability. For example, model () has two equilibria: the trivial equilibrium state  and the positive equilibrium state N * = (r/a) /θ . If r < , then  is globally asymptotically stable; if r > , then N * is globally asymptotically stable. Note that system () does not have positive equilibrium state, then its solution will not tend to a positive constant. Thus an interesting question arises naturally: whether model () still has some structured stability? In this letter, we shall investigate this issue. In Section , we show that there is a critical value which has a close relationship with the stationary probability distribution of the Markov chain β(t). If the critical value is negative, then the trivial equilibrium state of system () is stochastically globally asymptotically stable; if the critical value is positive, then the solution of system () is positive recurrent and has a unique ergodic stationary distribution. We shall give some numerical simulations and conclusions in the last section.
Main results
Let the Markov chain β(t) be generated by Q = (q ij ) m×m , that is,
where q ij ≥  stands for the transition rate from i to j if j = i, and q ii = -m j=,j =i q ij for i = , , . . . , m. As standing hypotheses we assume in this paper that:
(A) β(t) is independent of the Brownian motion.
(A) β(t) is irreducible, which means that system () can switch from any regime to any other regime. Hence β(t) has a unique stationary distribution π = (π  , . . . , π m ) which can be obtained by solving the equation πQ =  subject to
Moreover, we assume that min i∈S a(i) >  and  < min i∈S θ (i) ≤ max i∈S θ (i) ≤ .
To begin with, let us recall some important definitions and lemmas. Consider the following stochastic differential equation
and {B(t)} t≥ is an m-dimensional Brownian motion. For every i ∈ S, and for any twice continuously differentiable function V (x, i), define LV (x, i) as follows:
The trivial solution of Eq. () is said to be stable in probability if for ε ∈ (, ) and
(II) The trivial solution of Eq. () is said to be stochastically asymptotically stable if it is stable in probability and, moreover, for every ε ∈ (, ), there exists
(III) The trivial solution of Eq. () is said to be stochastically asymptotically stable in the large or stochastically globally asymptotically stable (SGAS) if it is stochastically asymptotically stable and, moreover, 
u, is said to be recurrent with respect to some bounded set U ⊂ R n × S if
then Y (t; u) is said to be positive recurrent with respect to U .
Lemma  ([], Theorem .) A necessary and sufficient condition for positive recurrence of Y (t; u) with respect to a domain U = D × {i} ⊂ R n × S is that for each i ∈ S, there exists a nonnegative function V (x, i): D c → R such that V(x, i) is twice continuously differentiable
and that for some > , 
where
In the proof of (), the fourth identity follows from () and the inequality follows from min i∈s a(i) >  and α > . Sinceb < , we can choose a sufficiently large α >  such that
Hence LV (N, i) ≤FN /α . Then the desired assertion (i) follows from Lemma .
We are now in the position to prove (ii). Define
γ >  is sufficiently small satisfying  -γ max i∈S c i > . Therefore
Note thatb > , we can let γ >  be sufficiently small satisfying
Since min i∈S θ (i) > , then
On the other hand, it follows from max i∈S θ (i) ≤  that θ (i) ≤ θ (i) + . Hence
By (), we can see that there is
Then the required assertion (ii) follows from Lemmas  and .
To finish this section, let us consider the subsystem () of system (). Now let us illustrate these results through some numerical figures. Consider the following stochastic logistic system under Markovian switching:
where β(t) is a Markov chain on the state space S = {, }, min i∈S a(i) > . As pointed out in Section , system () can be regarded as the result of the following two subsystems switching from one to the other according to the movement of β(t): 
